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Abstract
In many expert and everyday reasoning contexts it is very useful to reason on the basis of defeasible
assumptions. For instance, if the information at hand is incomplete we often use plausible assumptions,
or if the information is conflicting we interpret it as consistent as possible. In this paper sequent-based
argumentation, a form of logical argumentation in which arguments are represented by a sequent, is
extended to incorporate assumptions. The resulting assumptive framework is general, in that some other
approaches to reasoning with assumptions can adequately be represented in it. To exemplify this, we
show that assumption-based argumentation can be expressed in assumptive sequent-based argumentation.
Keywords: nonmonotonic reasoning, structured argumentation, sequent-based argumentation, assump-
tion-based argumentation, defeasible assumptions
1 Introduction
Assumptions are an important concept in defeasible reasoning. Often, in both expert and everyday rea-
soning, the information provided is not complete or it is inconsistent. By assuming additional information
or considering consistent subsets of information, a conclusion can be reached in such cases. A well-
known formal method for modeling defeasible reasoning is abstract argumentation theory, introduced by
Dung [10]. In logical argumentation, the arguments have a specific structure on which the attacks de-
pend [8, 18]. One such logical argumentation framework is sequent-based argumentation [3], in which
arguments are represented by sequents, as introduced by Gentzen [12] and well-known in proof theory.
Attacks between arguments are formulated by sequent elimination rules, which are special inference rules.
The resulting framework is generic and modular, in that any logic, with a corresponding sound and com-
plete sequent calculus can be taken as the deductive base (the so-called core logic).
In this paper we extend sequent-based argumentation. To each sequent a component for assumptions
is added. This way, a distinction can be made between strict and defeasible premises, to reach further
conclusions. As an instance of the obtained framework, assumption-based argumentation (ABA) [9, 11,
25] is studied and the relation to reasoning with maximally consistent subsets [20] is investigated. The
latter is a well-known method to maintain consistency, in view of inconsistent information. ABA is a
structural argumentation framework which is also abstract, in that there are only limited assumptions on
the underlying deductive system. It was introduced to determine a set of assumptions that can be accepted
as a conclusion from the given information.
Arguments in ABA are constructed by applying modus ponens to simple clauses of an inferential
database. Only recently logic-based instantiations of ABA have been studied, mostly with classical logic as
the core logic. Sequent-based argumentation, and the here introduced assumptive generalization, are more
general and modular, in that these are based on a Tarskian core logic and the arguments are constructed
via the inference rules of the corresponding sequent calculus. Logics that can be equipped with defeasible
∗The author is supported by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation and the German Ministry for Education and Research, and
the Israel Science Foundation (grant 817/15).
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assumptions by means of assumptive sequent-based argumentation include, in addition to classical logic,
intuitionistic logic, many of the well-known modal logics and several relevance logics. Hence, the results
of this paper generalize to many deductive core systems, as long as the Tarskian conditions are fulfilled.
Sequent calculi and sequent-based argumentation have some further advantages as well. For example,
the latter comes equipped with a dynamic proof theory [5, 6], introduced to study argumentation from a
proof theoretical perspective. These dynamic derivations provide a mechanism for deriving arguments as
well as attacks and hence to reach conclusions for a given argumentation framework in an automatic way.
Sequent calculi themselves have been investigated for many logics and purposes, mainly in the context of
proof theory. A significant advantage over other proof systems is, that the premises can be manipulated
within a proof, see also [21].
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, sequent-based argumentation is recalled. Then,
in Section 3, the general framework for assumptive sequent-based argumentation is introduced. This frame-
work will be considered in Section 4, in which ABA is taken as an example, to show how the assumptive
sequent-based framework can be applied. We conclude in Section 5.
2 Sequent-based argumentation
Throughout the paper only propositional languages are considered, denoted by L . Atomic formulas are
denoted by p,q, formulas are denoted by φ ,ψ , sets of formulas are denoted by S,T, and finite sets of
formulas are denoted by Γ,∆, later on we will denote sets of assumptions byA and finite sets of assumptions
by A, all of which can be primed or indexed.
Definition 1. A logic for a languageL is a pair L= 〈L ,⊢〉, where ⊢ is a (Tarskian) consequence relation
for L , having the following properties: reflexivity: if φ ∈ S, then S ⊢ φ ; transitivity: if S ⊢ φ and S′,φ ⊢ψ ,
then S,S′ ⊢ ψ; and monotonicity: if S′ ⊢ φ and S′ ⊆ S, then S ⊢ φ .
As usual in logical argumentation (see, e.g., [8, 16, 17, 22]), arguments have a specific structure based
on the underlying formal language, the core logic. In the current setting arguments are represented by the
well-known proof theoretical notion of a sequent.
Definition 2. Let L= 〈L ,⊢〉 be a logic and S a set of L -formulas.
• An L -sequent (sequent for short) is an expression of the form Γ ⇒ ∆, where Γ and ∆ are finite sets of
formulas in L and⇒ is a symbol that does not appear in L .
• An L-argument (argument for short) is an L -sequent Γ ⇒ ψ ,1 where Γ ⊢ ψ . Γ is called the support set
of the argument and ψ its conclusion.
• An L-argument based on S is an L-argument Γ ⇒ ψ , where Γ ⊆ S. We denote by ArgL(S) the set of all
the L-arguments based on S.
Given an argument a= Γ⇒ψ , we denote Supp(a) = Γ and Conc(a) =ψ . We say that a′ is a sub-argument
of a iff Supp(a′)⊆ Supp(a). The set of all the sub-arguments of a is denoted by Sub(a).
The formal systems used for the construction of sequents (and so of arguments) for a logic L= 〈L ,⊢〉,
are sequent calculi [12], denoted here by C. In what follows we shall assume that C is sound and complete
for L = 〈L ,⊢〉, i.e., Γ ⇒ ψ is provable in C iff Γ ⊢ ψ . One of the advantages of sequent-based argumen-
tation is that any logic with a corresponding sound and complete sequent calculus can be used as the core
logic.2 The construction of arguments from simpler arguments is done by the inference rules of the sequent
calculus [12].
Argumentation systems contain also attacks between arguments. In our case, attacks are represented
by sequent elimination rules. Such a rule consists of an attacking argument (the first condition of the rule),
an attacked argument (the last condition of the rule), conditions for the attack (the conditions in between)
and a conclusion (the eliminated attacked sequent). The outcome of an application of such a rule is that the
attacked sequent is ‘eliminated’. The elimination of a sequent a= Γ ⇒ ∆ is denoted by a or Γ 6⇒ ∆.
1Set signs in arguments are omitted.
2See [3] for further advantages of this approach.
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Definition 3. A sequent elimination rule (or attack rule) is a rule R of the form:




It is said that Γ1 ⇒ ∆1 R-attacks Γn ⇒ ∆n.
Example 1. Suppose L contains a ⊢-negation ¬ (where p 0 p and ¬p 0 ¬p for every atom p) and a
⊢-conjunction ∧ (where S ⊢ φ ∧ψ iff S ⊢ φ and S ⊢ ψ). We refer to [3, 24] for a definition of a variety of
attack rules. Assuming that Γ2 6= /0, two such rules are:
Undercut (Ucut):









Γ1 ⇒ ψ1 ⇒ ψ1 ↔¬γ γ ,Γ
′
2 6⇒ ψ2
γ ,Γ′2 6⇒ ψ2
A sequent-based framework is now defined as follows:
Definition 4. A sequent-based argumentation framework for a set of formulas S based on the logic L =
〈L ,⊢〉 and a set AR of sequent elimination rules, is a pair AFL,AR(S) = 〈ArgL(S),AT〉, where AT ⊆
ArgL(S)×ArgL(S) and (a1,a2) ∈ AT iff there is an R ∈ AR such that a1 R-attacks a2.
In what follows, to simplify notation, we will omit the subscripts L and/or AR when these are clear
from the context or arbitrary.
Example 2. Let AFCL,{Ucut}(S) be an argumentation framework, with classical logic as its core logic,
Ucut the only attack rule and the set S = {p, p ⊃ q,¬q}. Some of the arguments are: a = p, p ⊃ q⇒ q,
b= ¬q⇒¬q, c= p⇒ p, d = ⇒ q∨¬q and e= p ⊃ q,¬q⇒¬p.
Note that a and e attack each other. Morever, a attacks b and e attacks c. Since Supp(d) = /0, it follows
that d is not attacked at all.
Given a (sequent-based) framework, Dung-style semantics [10] can be applied to it, to determine what
combinations of arguments (called extensions) can collectively be accepted from it.
Definition 5. Let AFL(S) = 〈ArgL(S),AT〉 be an argumentation framework and S ⊆ ArgL(S) a set of
arguments. S attacks an argument a if there is an a′ ∈S such that (a′,a) ∈ AT; S defends an argument
a if S attacks every attacker of a; S is conflict-free if there are no arguments a1,a2 ∈ S such that
(a1,a2) ∈ AT; S is admissible if it is conflict-free and it defends all of its elements. An admissible set that
contains all the arguments that it defends is a complete extension of AFL(S).
Some particular complete extensions of AFL(S) are: a preferred extension of AFL(S) is a maximal
(with respect to ⊆) complete extension of ArgL(S); a stable extension of ArgL(S) is a complete extension
that attacks every argument not in it; the grounded extension of AFL(S) is the minimal (with respect to ⊆)
complete extension of ArgL(S).
We denote by Extsem(AFL(S)) the set of all the extensions of AFL(S) under the semantics sem ∈
{cmp,grd,prf,stb}. The subscript is omitted when this is clear from the context or arbitrary.
Definition 6. Given a sequent-based argumentation framework AFL(S), the semantics as defined in Defi-
nition 5 induces corresponding (nonmonotonic) entailment relations:3
• S |∼∩L,sem φ (S |∼
∪
L,sem φ ) iff for every (some) extension E ∈ Extsem(AFL(S)), there is an argument Γ ⇒
φ ∈ E for Γ ⊆ S,
• S |∼⋓L,sem φ iff for every E ∈ Extsem(AFL(S)) there is an a ∈ E and Conc(a) = φ .
Example 3. Consider the framework from Example 2, for S = {p, p ⊃ q,¬q} and undercut as the only
attack rule. The argument d =⇒ q∨¬q is not attacked and hence S |∼CL,grd q∨¬q. For the other formulas
in φ ∈ S we have that S |6∼∩CL,sem φ and S |∼
∪
CL,sem φ , for sem ∈ {cmp,prf,stb}.




L,grd, are the same, and will be denoted by |∼L,grd.
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2.1 Reasoning with maximally consistent subsets
Reasoning with maximally consistent subsets is a well-known way to maintain consistency when provided
with an inconsistent set of formulas [20]. First some useful notions:
Definition 7. Let L= 〈L ,⊢〉 be a logic, with at least the connectives ¬ and ∧ (see Example 1) and let T
be a set of L -formulas.
• The closure of T is denoted by CN(T) (thus, CN(T) = {φ | T ⊢ φ}).
• T is consistent (for ⊢), if there are no formulas φ1, . . . ,φn ∈ T such that ⊢ ¬
∧n
i=1 φi.
• A subset C of T is a minimal conflict of T (w.r.t ⊢), if C is inconsistent and for any c ∈ C , C \ {c} is
consistent. Free(T) denotes the set of formulas in T that are not part of any minimal conflict of T.
Denote by MCSL(S) the set of all maximally consistent subsets of S for the logic L. The subscript is
omitted when arbitrary or clear from the context.
Definition 8. Let L= 〈L ,⊢〉 and S a set of L -formulas. Several entailment relations are then defined as
follows:
• S |∼∩mcs φ iff φ ∈ CN(
⋂
MCS(S);
• S |∼∪mcs φ iff φ ∈
⋃
T∈MCS(S)CN(T);
• S |∼⋓mcs φ iff φ ∈
⋂
T∈MCS(S)CN(T).
Example 4. Consider the set S = {p, p⊃ q,¬q} and core logic CL. Then there are three maximally con-
sistent subsets: MCS(S) = {{p, p⊃ q},{p,¬q},{p⊃ q,¬q}}. Hence
⋂
MCS(S) = /0. Moreover, S |∼∩mcs φ
and S |∼⋓mcs φ if and only if φ is a CL-tautology. But S |∼
∪
mcs ψ , for ψ ∈ CN(S).
Recently it was shown that sequent-based argumentation is a useful platform to incorporate reasoning
with maximally consistent subsets [2, 4]. It was shown, for AFL(S) = 〈ArgL(S),AT〉, classical logic as
core logic, undercut as attack rule and S a set of formulas that S |∼piprf φ iff S |∼
pi
stb φ iff S |∼
pi
mcs φ , where
pi ∈ {∩,∪,⋓}. Indeed, the results from Examples 3 and 4 are the same.
3 Assumptive sequent-based argumentation
Sometimes deriving conclusions requires making assumptions, for example, because there is simply not
enough information given, or the information provided is conflicting. There are many ways in which
assumptions are handled in the literature, e.g., default logic [19], assumption-based argumentation [9],
default assumptions [15] and adaptive logics [7]. In this section we extend the sequent-based argumentation
framework from the previous section, to incorporate assumptions. This generalization is formulated in a
general way: independent of the core logic, the nature of the assumptions, or the way that the system allows
for deriving conclusions based on these assumptions.
In what follows we assume that, instead of one set of formulas, the input contains two sets of L -
formulas: A, a set of, possibly conflicting, assumptions or defeasible premises, the form of which depends
on the application and the logic; and S, a consistent set, the formulas of which can intuitively be understood
as facts or strict premises. As before, we assume that a logic L = 〈L ,⊢〉 has a corresponding sequent
calculus C. This calculus will, depending on the application, be extended to C′, in order to allow for
assumptions.
Definition 9. Let L= 〈L ,⊢〉 be a logic, with a corresponding sound and complete sequent calculus C and
sequent calculus extension C′, let S be a consistent set of L -formulas and A a set of assumptions.
• An assumptive L -sequent ((assumptive) sequent for short) is a sequent A
7
7 Γ ⇒ ∆.
• An assumptive L-argument ((assumptive) argument for short) is an assumptive sequent A
7
7 Γ ⇒ ∆, that
is provable in C′.4
4Often, C′ will be the result of adding rules, to divide the support set of each argument into the set of defeasible premises on the




• An assumptive L-argument based on S and A is an assumptive argument A
7
7 Γ⇒ ∆ such that Γ⊆ S and
A⊆ A. As before, we denote by ArgL(S,A) the set of all the assumptive L-arguments based on S and A.
Notation 1. Let a = A
7
7 Γ ⇒ ∆ be an assumptive argument. Then Ass(a) = A denotes the assumptions
of the argument a. As before, Supp(a) = Γ and Conc(a) = ∆. Furthermore, for S a set of arguments,
Concs(S ) = {Conc(a) | a ∈S }, Supps(S ) =
⋃
{Supp(a) | a ∈S } and Ass(S ) =
⋃
{Ass(a) | a ∈S }.
In case that A= /0, a will sometimes be written as Γ ⇒ ∆.
An important rule in sequent calculi is [Cut]. In assumptive notation there are two:
A1
7
7 Γ1 ⇒ ∆1,φ A2
7
7 Γ2,φ ⇒ ∆2
A1,A2
7




7 Γ1 ⇒ ∆1,φ A2,φ
7
7 Γ2 ⇒ ∆2
A1,A2
7




7 Γ⇒ ∆ be an argument. We continue using a and A
7
7 Γ 6⇒ ∆ to denote that a has been elimi-
nated. Arguments are attacked in the set of assumptions, we give an example in the next section. Although
many details are still missing, it is already possible to define assumptive sequent-based argumentation
frameworks.
Definition 10. An assumptive sequent-based argumentation framework for a set of formulas S, set of
assumptions A, based on a logic L= 〈L ,⊢〉 and a set AR of sequent elimination rules, is a pair AFAL,AR =
〈ArgL(S,A),AT〉, where AT ⊆ ArgL(S,A)×ArgL(S,A) and (a1,a2) ∈ AT iff there is an R ∈ AR such that
a1 R-attacks a2.
Like before, when these are clear from the context or arbitrary, we will omit the subscripts L, AR and/or
A. The semantics, as defined in Definition 5 can be applied to assumptive sequent-based argumentation
frameworks. The corresponding entailment relations (from Definition 6) are denoted by |∼piA,sem for pi ∈
{∩,∪,⋓}.
3.1 Maximally consistent subsets with assumptions
To reflect the different premise sets in an assumptive framework AFL(S,A), we define MCSL(S,A). Then
T ∈MCSL(S,A) iff T ⊆ A and there is no T ⊂ T
′ ⊆ A such that T′ ∪S is consistent. Thus, MCSL(S,A)
is the set of all maximally consistent subsets of A that are consistent with S. The entailment relations are
adjusted as follows:
Definition 11. Let L= 〈L ,⊢〉, S a consistent set of L -formulas and A a set of assumptions.
• S |∼∩,Amcs φ iff φ ∈ CN(
⋂
MCS(S,A)∪S);
• S |∼∪,Amcs φ iff φ ∈
⋃
T∈MCS(S,A)CN(S∪T);
• S |∼⋓,Amcs φ iff φ ∈
⋂
T∈MCS(S,A)CN(S∪T).
A well-known approach in argumentation theory, in which defeasible assumptions play an essential
role, is assumption-based argumentation (ABA) [9, 11, 25]. In the next section we show how ABA can be
implemented in the introduced general framework.
4 Incorporating ABA
Assumption-based argumentation (ABA) was introduced in [9], see also [11, 25]. It takes as input a formal
deductive system, a set of assumptions and a contrariness mapping for each assumption. There are only few
requirements placed on each of these, keeping the framework abstract on the one hand, while the arguments
have a formal structure and the attacks are based on the latter. First some of the most important definitions
for the ABA-framework, from [9]:
Definition 12. A deductive system is a pair 〈L ,R〉, where L is a formal language and R is a set of rules
of the form φ1, . . . ,φn → φ , for φ1, . . . ,φn,φ ∈L and n≥ 0.
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Definition 13. A deduction from a theory Γ is a sequence ψ1, . . . ,ψm, where m > 0, such that for all
i= 1, . . . ,m, ψi ∈ Γ, or there is a rule φ1, . . .φn → ψi ∈R with φ1, . . . ,φn ∈ {ψ1, . . . ,ψi−1}. We denote by
Γ ⊢R ψm a deduction from Γ using rules in R. It is assumed that Γ is ⊆-minimal.
Example 5. An example of a deductive system is classical logic, where φ1, . . . ,φn → φ ∈RCL if and only
if φ1, . . . ,φn ⊢CL φ . Thus, we have that Γ ⊢
R ψ if and only if Γ ⊢CL ψ (modulo minimality).
From this ABA argumentation frameworks can be defined:
Definition 14. An ABA-framework is a tuple AF〈L ,R〉(S,A) = 〈L ,R,S,A, ·〉 where:
• 〈L ,R〉 is a deductive system;
• S ⊆ L a set of formulas, that satisfies non-triviality (S 0R φ for all φ that do not share an atom with
any of the formulas in S);5
• A⊆L a non-empty set of assumptions for which S∩A= /0; and
• · a mapping from A into L , where φ is said to be the contrary of φ .
A simple way of defining contrariness in the context of classical logic is by φ = ¬φ .
Definition 15. Given an ABA-framework AF〈L ,R〉(S,A), a set A⊆ A is:
• consistent iff there is no φ ∈ A such that A′,Γ ⊢R φ for some A′ ⊆ A and some Γ⊆ S;
• maximally consistent iff there is no A′ such that A⊂ A′ ⊆ A and A′ is consistent, then A ∈MCS(S,A).
The closure of T⊆L is defined as CN(T) = {φ | Γ ⊢R φ for Γ ⊆ T}.
ABA-arguments are defined in terms of deductions and an attack is on the assumptions of the attacked
argument. As in [11], arguments are not required to be consistent.
Definition 16. Let AF〈L ,R〉(S,A) = 〈L ,R,S,A, ·〉. AnABA-argument for φ ∈L is a deduction A∪Γ⊢
R
φ , where A⊆ A and Γ ⊆ S. The set ArgABA〈L ,R〉(S,A) denotes the set of all ABA-arguments for S and A.
Definition 17. Let AF〈L ,R〉(S,A) = 〈L ,R,S,A, ·〉. An argument A∪S ⊢
R φ attacks an argument A′ ∪
S ⊢R φ ′ iff φ = ψ for some ψ ∈ A′.
The following requirement will be necessary for many of the proofs below.
Definition 18. ⊢R is contrapositive for assumptions: for φ ,ψ ∈ A, A∪Γ ⊢R ψ if and only if (A\ {φ})∪
{ψ}∪Γ ⊢R φ .
Semantics are defined as usual, see Definition 5. From this we can define the corresponding entailment
relation:
Definition 19. Let AF〈L ,R〉(S,A) = 〈L ,R,S,A, ·〉 and sem ∈ {grd,cmp,prf,stb}.
• A∪S |∼∪ABA,semφ (A∪S |∼
∩
ABA,sem φ ) if and only if for some (every) extension E ∈Extsem(AF〈L ,R〉(S,A))
there is an argument A∪Γ ⊢R φ ∈ E for A⊆ A and Γ⊆ S.
• A∪S |∼⋓ABA,sem φ if and only if for every E ∈ Extsem(AF〈L ,R〉(S,A)) there is an a∈ E and Conc(a) = φ .
Example 6. Recall the deductive system RCL for classical logic, described in Example 5 and let φ = {¬φ}.
Consider the sets S= {s} and A= {p,q,¬p∨¬q,¬p∨r,¬q∨r}. Some of the arguments of AF〈L ,R〉(S,A)
are:6 a= s ⊢ s, b= p,¬p∨¬q ⊢ ¬q, c= q,¬p∨¬q ⊢ ¬p and d = p,q,¬p∨ r,¬q∨ r ⊢ r.
Note that a cannot be attacked, since the set of assumptions of a is empty. For the other arguments, we
have that b attacks c and d, and c attack b and d. It can be shown that A∪S |∼piABA,sem s, for pi ∈ {∩,∪,⋓},
sem ∈ {grd,cmp,prf,stb}. Furthermore, A∪S |∼∪ABA,sem φ , but A∪S |6∼
∩
ABA,sem φ and A∪S |6∼
⋓
ABA,sem φ for
sem ∈ {cmp,prf,stb} and φ ∈ {p,q,¬p∨¬q}.
5In the remainder, if a set of formulas S satisfies non-triviality, it is said that S is non-trivializing.
6To avoid clutter, sometimes the superscript R in ⊢R is omitted.
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Based on the above notions from assumption-based argumentation, a corresponding sequent-based
ABA-framework can be defined:
Definition 20. Let AF〈L ,R〉(S,A) = 〈L ,R,S,A, ·〉 be an ABA-framework as defined above. The corre-










• R⇒ is defined as:
– if 〈L ,R〉 is a logic with corresponding sequent calculus C, R⇒ = C∪{ASABA} such that:
A
7
7 Γ,φ ⇒ ψ
A,φ
7







7 Γ,φ ⇒ ψ
ASABA
where φ ∈ A.
– otherwiseR⇒= {µ(r) | r ∈R}∪{ASABA, [Cut], [id]}where, for each r= φ1, . . . ,φn→ φ ∈R, µ(r) =
φ1, . . . ,φn ⇒ φ and: φ⇒φ [id]
• a= A
7
7 Γ⇒ φ ∈ ArgABA⇒
〈L ,R⇒〉
(S,A) for A⊆ A, Γ⊆ S iff there is a derivation of a using rules in R⇒.
• (a1,a2) ∈ AT iff a1 R-attacks a2 as defined in Definition 4, for AR= {ATABA} and:
A1
7
7 Γ1 ⇒ φ A2,φ
7
7 Γ2 ⇒ ψ
A2,φ
7
7 Γ2 6⇒ ψ
ATABA
(2)
Remark 1. A∪Γ⇒ φ is derivable iff A
7
7 Γ ⇒ φ is derivable.
In the next example we show how classical logic, with corresponding sequent calculus LK can be taken
as underlying deductive system.
Example 7. Let CL = 〈L ,⊢〉, where φ = ¬φ and R⇒ = LK. According to Definition 9 A
7
7 Γ ⇒ φ ∈
ArgL(S,A) iff Γ∪A⇒ φ is derivable in LK, for some finite A⊆ A and Γ⊆ S. Since R⇒ = LK∪{ASABA}
it follows immediately that A∪Γ⇒ φ is derivable in R⇒ iff it is derivable in LK.
In what follows let 〈L ,R〉 be a deductive system, S⊆L a non-trivializing set of formulas and A⊆L







be a sequent-based ABA-framework and AF〈L ,R〉(S,A) = 〈L ,R,S,A, ·〉.
Proposition 1. A∪S |∼piABA,sem φ iff A∪S |∼
pi
A,sem φ for sem ∈ {grd,cmp,prf,stb} and pi ∈ {∪,∩,⋓}.
The above proposition is a corollary of the following two lemmas:
Lemma 1. A∪Γ ⊢R φ ∈ ArgABA〈L ,R〉(S,A) iff A
7
7 Γ ⇒ φ ∈ ArgABA⇒〈L ,R⇒〉(S,A).
Proof. Consider both directions:
⇒ Assume that A∪Γ ⊢R φ ∈ ArgABA〈L ,R〉(S,A). Then there is a deduction from the theory A∪Γ for the
formula φ . By Definition 13, there is a sequence ψ1, . . . ,ψm (ψm = φ ), such that for each i = 1, . . . ,m,
ψi ∈ A∪Γ or there is a rule φ1, . . . ,φn → ψi = r ∈ R and φ1, . . . ,φn ∈ {ψ1, . . . ,ψi−1}. We proceed by
induction on m, showing that for each ψi, there is a sequent si = Ai∪Γi ⇒ ψi:
– m = 1. Then either ψ1 ∈ A∪Γ and thus ψ1 ⇒ ψ1 is derivable in R⇒, by [id]. Or there is a rule
→ ψ1 ∈ R. Hence ⇒ ψ1 ∈R⇒ for A∪Γ = /0. Since ψ1 = ψm = φ , A∪Γ⇒ φ is derivable.
– m= k+1. Assume that for sequences up to k≥ 1, for each ψi there is a sequent si =Ai∪Γi⇒ψi. Now
consider ψk+1. Then ψk+1 ∈ A∪Γ, from which it follows immediately that A∪Γ⇒ ψk+1 is derivable
in R⇒, or there is a rule φ1, . . . ,φn → ψk+1 = r ∈R and φ1, . . . ,φn ∈ {ψ1, . . . ,ψk}. By Definition 20,
φ1, . . . ,φn ⇒ ψk+1 ∈ R⇒. Furthermore, by induction hypothesis, for each ψi ∈ {ψ1, . . . ,ψk}, there
is a sequent si = Ai ∪Γi ⇒ ψi. Hence, φ1, . . . ,φn ∈ {Conc(s1), . . . ,Conc(sk)}. By applying [Cut] we
obtain a sequent sk+1 = Ak+1∪Γk+1 ⇒ ψk+1.
Hence, there is a sequence of sequents s1, . . . ,sm, such that si is derived from s1, . . . ,si−1 by applying
rules in R⇒ and sm = A∪Γ⇒ φ . That A
7
7 Γ ⇒ φ ∈ ArgABA⇒
〈L ,R⇒〉
(S,A) follows by Remark 1.
7
⇐ Now suppose that a = A
7
7 Γ ⇒ φ ∈ ArgABA⇒
〈L ,R⇒〉
(S,A). By Remark 1, A∪Γ ⇒ φ is derivable in R⇒ as
well. Then there is a derivation via a sequence of sequents s1, . . . ,sm, where si = Ai∪Γi ⇒ ψi for each
i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} is the result of applying rules from R⇒ to sequents in {s1, . . . ,si−1} and sm = A∪Γ ⇒
φ . Again by induction on the length of the derivation m, for each si, there is a deduction Ass(si)∪
Supp(si) ⊢
R Conc(si) via the sequence Φi = ψ
i




– m= 1. Then φ ∈ A∪Γ in which case sm = φ ⇒ φ or there is a µ(r) ∈R⇒ such that µ(r) =⇒ φ and
thus, by Definition 20, r =→ φ ∈R. Hence A∪Γ ⊢R φ .
– m= k+ 1. Now assume that for derivations up to length k ≥ 1, for each si, there is a deduction from
Ass(si)∪ Supp(si) for Conc(si) via the sequence Φi. That sm is derivable implies that Conc(sm) ∈
Ass(sm)∪Supp(sm), in which case sm = Conc(sm)⇒ Conc(sm), from which it follows immediately
that there is a deduction Ass(sm)∪Supp(sm) ⊢
R Conc(sm) or sm is the result of applying a rule to
sequents in {s1, . . . ,sk}:
∗ suppose that [Cut] was applied to s j1 ,s j2 ∈ {s1, . . . ,sk}. By induction hypothesis, there are deduc-
tions Ass(s j1)∪Supp(s j1) ⊢
R Conc(s j1) and Ass(s j2)∪Supp(s j2) ⊢
R Conc(s j2) via the sequence
Φ j1 respectively Φ j2 . The deductionAss(sm)∪Supp(sm) ⊢
R Conc(sm) is obtained via the sequence
Φm = Φ j1 ◦Conc(s j1 )
Φ j2 , where Φ
1 ◦ψ Φ
2 denotes the concatenation of Φ1 with Φ2 such that all oc-
currences of ψ in Φ2 are taken out.
∗ suppose that sm is the result of applying φ1, . . . ,φn⇒ φ = µ(r)∈R⇒. By construction, φ1, . . . ,φn→
φ = r ∈ R such that φ j ∈ {ψ1, . . . ,ψk} is obtained via a sequence Φ
′
j , for each j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}.
Therefore, Ass(sm)∪Supp(sm) ⊢
R Conc(sm).
Thus, for the derivation of a, of any lengthm, via the sequence of sequents, s1, . . . ,sm, there is a deduction
from A∪Γ via the sequence Φm, for φ . Hence A∪Γ ⊢
R φ ∈ ArgABA〈L ,R〉(S,A).
Lemma 2. Let a,b ∈ ArgABA〈L ,R〉(S,A) and a




(S,A).7 Then a attacks b in AF〈L ,R〉(S,A) iff a
′ attacks b′ in AFABA⇒
〈L ,R⇒〉
(S,A).
Proof. Consider the⇒-direction, the⇐-direction is similar and left to the reader.
Let a,b∈ArgABA〈L ,R〉(S,A) and assume a=A∪Γ⊢
R φ attacks b= A′∪Γ′ ⊢R φ ′. Then, by Definition 17,
φ = ψ for ψ ∈ A′. By Lemma 1, a′ = A
7
7 Γ ⇒ φ and b′ = A′
7





(S,A)). Since φ = ψ for ψ ∈ A′, it follows that a′ ATABA-attacks b
′.
Example 8. Recall the setting from Example 6, in which S= {s}, A= {p,q,¬p∨¬q,¬p∨ r,¬q∨ r} and













(S,A) are: a = s ⇒ s, b = p,¬p∨¬q
7
7 ⇒ ¬q, c = q,¬p∨¬q
7
7 ⇒ ¬p and
d = p,q,¬p∨ r,¬q∨ r
7
7 ⇒ r.
Note that a cannot be attacked, since Ass(a) = /0. We thus have A∪S |∼piA,sem s for sem ∈ {grd,cmp,prf,
stb} and pi ∈ {∪,∩,⋓}. However, the argument d is attacked by both b and c. Moreover b attacks c and c
attacks b. It can be shown that, for φ ∈ {p,q,¬p∨¬q}, A∪S |6∼piA,sem φ for sem ∈ {grd,cmp,prf,stb} and
pi ∈ {∩,⋓} but also A∪S |∼∪A,sem′ φ for sem
′ ∈ {cmp,prf,stb}.
The relations between ABA and reasoning with maximally consistent subsets and between sequent-
based argumentation and maximally consistent subsets have been studied [1, 2, 13]. In addition to the two
entailment relations in [13] (in the notation of this paper |∼⋓,Amcs and |∼
∪,A
mcs), the entailment relation |∼
∩,A
mcs is
considered below as well. Moreover, the semantics as defined in this paper is based on sets of arguments,
were as in [13], sets of assumptions make up the extensions. The proof of Proposition 2, and the lemmas
necessary for it, are based on proofs in [1, 4].
Proposition 2. Let AFABA⇒
〈L ,R⇒〉
(S,A) for a deductive system 〈L ,R〉, S ⊆ L a non-trivializing set of for-
mulas and A a set of assumptions. Then: A∪S|∼piA,prf φ iff A∪S|∼
pi
A,stb φ iff S |∼
pi ,A
mcs φ , for pi ∈ {∩,∪,⋓}.
7That a′ and b′ exist follows from Lemma 1.
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Lemma 3. For each set T⊆ A: T ∈MCS(S,A) iff for each φ ∈ A\T, there is some finite A⊆ T and some
finite Γ⊆ S such that A
7
7 Γ⇒ φ ∈ ArgABA⇒〈L ,R⇒〉(S,A).
Proof. (⇒) Assume that T ∈MCS(S,A) and consider some φ ∈ A \T. By Definition 15, there is some
A′ ⊆T∪{φ} and some Γ⊆ S such that A′∪Γ ⊢R ψ for some ψ ∈T∪{φ}. Consider two cases: (a) ψ ∈T,
then by contraposition, (A′ \ {φ})∪{ψ}∪Γ⊢R φ ; and (b) ψ = φ . Then A′ ⊆ T.
In both cases there is an A⊆T and a Γ⊆ S such thatA∪Γ ⊢R φ ∈ArgABA〈L ,R〉(S,A). Hence, by Lemma 1,
A
7
7 Γ⇒ ψ ∈ ArgABA⇒
〈L ,R⇒〉
(S,A).
(⇐) Now assume that for each φ ∈ A \T, there is some finite A ⊆ T and some finite Γ ⊆ S such that
A
7
7 Γ⇒ φ ∈ArgABA⇒
〈L ,R⇒〉
(S,A), Hence, by Lemma 1, A∪Γ ⊢R φ ∈ArgABA〈L ,R〉(S,A). It follows that for each
φ ∈ A\T, there are A⊆ T∪{φ} and Γ⊆ S such that A∪Γ ⊢R ψ for ψ ∈ T∪{φ}. Hence T is maximally
consistent.




Proof. Assume, towards a contradiction, that Ass(E ) = {φ1, . . . ,φn} is not consistent. Then, by Defini-
tion 15 and Lemma 1, a = A
7
7 ⇒ φi is derivable for some A ⊆ Ass(E ) and i ∈ {1 . . . ,n}. Suppose that
a is attacked by an argument b = A′
7
7 Γ ⇒ ψ ∈ ArgABA⇒〈L ,R⇒〉(S,A). Then ψ = ψ
′ for some ψ ′ ∈ A. Hence
ψ ′ ∈ Ass(E ). Thus b attacks some argument a′ ∈ E as well. Since a′ ∈ E , there is an argument c ∈ E
which defends a′ and thus a from the attack by b. Since E is complete, a ∈ E . However, a attacks each
a j ∈ E with φi ∈ Ass(a j). A contradiction with the conflict-freeness of the complete extension E .




Proof. Assume that T ∈MCS(S,A) and let E = ArgABA⇒
〈L ,R⇒〉
(S,T). Suppose E is not conflict-free. Then
there are arguments a1 = A1
7
7 Γ1 ⇒ φ1 and a2 = A2
7
7 Γ2 ⇒ φ2, such that a1,a2 ∈ E and a1 attacks a2. Thus
φ1 = ψ for some ψ ∈ A2. However, by assumption A1∪A2 ⊆ T. A contradiction with the assumption that
T ∈MCS(S,A).
Now suppose that A′
7
7 Γ′⇒ φ ′ ∈ArgABA⇒〈L ,R⇒〉(S,A)\E for some Γ
′ ⊆ S and A′ ⊆ A. Thus there is some
φ ∈ A′ \T. Since, by supposition T ∈MCS(S,A), from Lemma 3, there are finite A⊆ T, Γ ⊆ S such that
A
7
7 Γ ⇒ φ ∈ ArgABA⇒
〈L ,R⇒〉
(S,A). Because A ⊆ T, A
7
7 Γ ⇒ φ ∈ E . Hence A′
7
7 Γ′ ⇒ φ ′ is attacked by E .
Therefore E attacks every argument in ArgABA⇒
〈L ,R⇒〉




Lemma 6. If E ∈Extprf(AF
ABA⇒
〈L ,R⇒〉
(S,A)) then there is someT∈MCS(S,A) such that E =ArgABA⇒〈L ,R⇒〉(S,T).
Proof. Suppose, towards a contradiction, that for some extension E ∈ Extprf(AF
ABA⇒
〈L ,R⇒〉
(S,A)) there is no
T ∈MCS(S,A) such that E = ArgABA⇒
〈L ,R⇒〉
(S,T). Then there is no T ∈MCS(S,A) such that Ass(E ) ⊆ T
and hence, Ass(E ) is inconsistent. A contradiction with Lemma 4 and the supposition that E is a preferred
extension. Thus, E ⊆ArgABA⇒
〈L ,R⇒〉
(S,T) for some T ∈MCS(S,A). By Lemma 5, ArgABA⇒
〈L ,R⇒〉
(S,T) is stable
and thus E = ArgABA⇒
〈L ,R⇒〉
(S,T).
We now turn to the proof of Proposition 2:
Proof. Let AFABA⇒
〈L ,R⇒〉
(S,A) for 〈L ,R〉 a deductive system, S a non-trivializing set of L -formulas, A a set
of assumptions. Consider each item in both directions:
1. (⇒) Note that A ∪ S |∼∩A,prf φ implies A∪ S |∼
∩
A,stb φ . Suppose S |6∼
∩,A
mcs φ , but that there is some
finite A ⊆ A and some Γ ⊆ S such that A
7
7 Γ ⇒ φ ∈ ArgABA⇒〈L ,R⇒〉(S,A). Now, by assumption, A 6⊆⋂
MCS(S,A). Hence, there is some φ ′ ∈ A \
⋂
MCS(S,A). From which it follows that there is
some T ∈ MCS(S,A) such that φ ′ /∈ T. Therefore A
7
7 Γ ⇒ φ /∈ ArgABA⇒
〈L ,R⇒〉






(S,A)), thus A∪ S |6∼∩ABA,stb φ (and thus A∪ S |6∼
∩
ABA,prf φ ) as
well.
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(⇐) Suppose that S |∼∩,Amcs φ . Thus, there are finite A⊆
⋂
MCS(S,A) and Γ⊆ S such that A
7

















(S,A)). From which it follows that A∪ S |∼∩A,prf φ and thus A∪
S |∼∩A,stb φ .
2. (⇒) Note that A∪S |∼∪ABA,stb φ implies A∪S |∼
∪
ABA,prf φ . Suppose that A∪S |∼
∪
ABA,prf φ . Then there
is some E ∈ Extprf(AF
ABA⇒
〈L ,R⇒〉
(S,A)) such that A
7
7 Γ⇒ φ ∈ E , for A⊆A and Γ⊆ S. From Lemma 6
it follows that there is some T ∈MCS(S,A) such that E = ArgABA⇒
〈L ,R⇒〉
(S,T) (thus A ⊆ T). Hence,
by Definition 15 and Lemma 1, φ ∈ CN(T∪S) it follows that S |∼∪,Amcs φ .
(⇐) Assume that S |∼∪,Amcs φ . Then there is some T ∈MCS(S,A) such that φ ∈ CN(T∪S). There-
fore, there is a deduction from A ∪ Γ ⊆ T ∪ S for φ (A ∪ Γ ⊢R φ ∈ ArgABA〈L ,R〉(S,A)) and thus,
by Lemma 1 A
7
7 Γ ⇒ φ ∈ ArgABA⇒
〈L ,R⇒〉






(S,A)). Thus A∪S |∼∪ABA,stb φ as well.
3. A∪S |∼⋓ABA,stb φ implies S |∼
⋓,A
mcs φ : suppose that S |6∼
⋓,A
mcs φ , then there is some T ∈ MCS(S,A) for
which φ /∈ CN(S∪T). Hence, there are no A ⊆ T and Γ ⊆ S with A
7
7 Γ ⇒ φ ∈ ArgABA⇒
〈L ,R⇒〉
(S,T).






(S,A)), thus A∪S |6∼⋓ABA,stb φ .
S |∼⋓,Amcs φ implies A∪ S |∼
⋓
ABA,prf φ : suppose that A∪ S |6∼
⋓




(S,A)) such that there is no A
7
7 Γ⇒ φ ∈ E for A⊆A and Γ⊆ S. From Lemma 6
it follows that there is someT∈MCS(S,A) such that ArgABA⇒
〈L ,R⇒〉
(S,T) = E and φ /∈CN(S∪T). Thus
S |6∼⋓,Amcs φ .
A∪S |∼⋓ABA,prf φ implies A∪S |∼
⋓
ABA,stb φ : this follows immediately since any stable extension is a
preferred extension [10, Lemma 15].
Example 9. Recall from Example 6 the sets S = {s} and A = {p,q,¬p∨ ¬q,¬p∨ r,¬q ∨ r}. Then
MCS(S,A) = {{p,q,¬p∨ r,¬q∨ r},{p,¬p∨ ¬q,¬p∨ r,¬q ∨ r},{q,¬p∨ ¬q,¬p∨ r,¬q∨ r}}. Hence⋂
MCS(S,A) = {¬p∨ r,¬q∨ r}. Therefore, S |∼pi ,Amcs φ for pi ∈ {∩,⋓} and φ ∈ CN({s,¬p∨ r,¬q∨ r})
and S |∼∪,Amcs φ for φ ∈ CN(S∪A).
5 Conclusion
In order to allow for reasoning with assumptions, sequent-based argumentation was extended by adding a
component for assumptions to each argument, resulting in assumptive sequent-based argumentation. As in
sequent-based argumentation, any logic, with a corresponding sound and complete sequent calculus, can be
taken as the core logic. Due to its generic and modular setting, assumptive sequent-based argumentation is
more general than other approaches to reasoning with assumptions, such as assumption-based argumenta-
tion (where arguments are constructed by applyingmodus ponens to an inferential database and for which it
was shown that it can be embedded in the here introduced framework), default assumptions [15] (defined in
terms of classical logic) and adaptive logics [7, 23] (based on a supra-classical Tarskian logic). Moreover,
the proofs in the paper do not rely on the concrete nature of the underlying core logic. It therefore paves
the way to equip many well-known logics (e.g., intuitionist logic and many modal logics) with defeasible
assumptions.
From here, many future research directions can be taken. For example, the availability of first-order
sequent calculi opens up a line of research into first-order generalizations and thus into nonmonotonic
systems such as circumscription. Moreover, preferences among assumptions will be investigated. Recently,
the relation between different nonmonotonic reasoning systems have been studied, see for an overview [14].
There translations fromASPIC+ [18] and adaptive logics into ABA are provided as well. Though it remains
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an open question to see how sequent-based argumentation fits within this group of nonmonotonic reasoning
systems, these translations suggest that assumptive sequent-based argumentation is expressive enough to
capture ASPIC+ and adaptive logics.
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